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ABSTRACT: We synthesized two isoreticular furan-based metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs), MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-
2(furan) with rod-like secondary building units (SBUs) featuring
1D channels, as sorbents for atmospheric water harvesting (LA =
long arm). These aluminum-based MOFs demonstrated a
combination of high water uptake and stability, exhibiting working
capacities of 0.41 and 0.48 gwater/gMOF (under isobaric conditions
of 1.70 kPa), respectively. Remarkably, both MOFs showed a
negligible loss in water uptake after 165 adsorption−desorption
cycles. These working capacities rival that of MOF-LA2-
1(pyrazole), which has a working capacity of 0.55 gwater/gMOF.
The current MOFs stand out for their high water stability, as
evidenced by 165 cycles of water uptake and release. MOF-LA2-
2(furan) is the first aluminum MOF to employ a double ‘long arm’ extension strategy, which is confirmed through single-crystal X-
ray diffraction (SCXRD). The MOFs were synthesized by using a straightforward synthesis route. This study offers valuable insights
into the design of durable, water-stable MOFs and underscores their potential for efficient water harvesting.

■ INTRODUCTION
The world is experiencing a water crisis especially in the arid
regions, where there are no or limited water resources either
above or under the ground.1−4 Atmospheric water harvesting
provides a location-independent solution to global water
scarcity.5,6

Sorbent-assisted atmospheric water harvesting with metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs) is a promising approach.7−10 This
is because MOFs are highly porous, and their structure is
tunable.10−12 These features make MOFs ideal for efficient
water harvesting, even under extremely arid conditions.8,13−15

Atmospheric water harvesting sorbents used in such conditions
require a combination of features, including high water uptake,
long-term water stability, and fast sorption kinetics.16

The use of rod-shaped secondary building units (SBUs) in the
design of aluminum MOFs has proven advantageous for water
harvesting.17 This is due to their stability against hydrolysis, and
their ability to seed excellent water adsorptive sites within the
pores.8 MOF-303 is an example of an aluminum-based MOF
composed of rod-like SBUs, which has been extensively studied
for water harvesting.8,17 A combination of single-crystal X-ray
diffraction (SCXRD) and ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations, reported earlier, has precisely located both the
positions at which water adsorbs and the sequence in which the
adsorption occurs. Such studies, which provide detailed
mechanistic insights into the water adsorption mechanism, can

serve as a tool for developing larger pore-sized aluminumMOFs
while retaining their unique adsorption properties.
Recently, the ‘long arm’ (LA) linker extension strategy was

employed in synthesizing MOF-LA2-1(pyrazole), an aluminum
rod-based MOF that achieved greater water uptake while
retaining the favorable properties of its parent, MOF-303.18 In
this study, we report the development of two newMOFs, MOF-
LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-2(furan) (Figure 1), and our
investigation of their water harvesting performance. We find that
these new MOFs are better performing in cyclability and the
humidity cutoff, maintaining a high water uptake capacity. We
employed SCXRD, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), N2
sorption, H2O sorption techniques, and density functional
theory (DFT) simulations to characterize these new MOFs.
MOF-LA2-2(furan) is also the first aluminumMOF to employ a
double long arm extension strategy. MOF-LA2-1(furan) and
MOF-LA2-2(furan) exhibited step-like water uptakes at 14%
and 30% relative humidities (RH), respectively. They also
expressed high working capacities of 0.41 gwater/gMOF and 0.48
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gwater/gMOF (under isobaric conditions of 1.70 kPa), respectively.
Both MOFs demonstrated high durability in water uptake,
showing negligible loss in uptake even after more than 165

adsorption−desorption cycles. In the following sections, we
detail the synthesis, characterization, and performance evalua-
tion of these MOFs.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the H2FVDC and H2FDP linkers and the coordinative environment of the cis corner-shared SBU (a) from which
MOF-LA2-1(furan) (left) and MOF-LA2-2(furan) (right) are constructed. Both MOFs are presented along the y-axis perspective (b), expressing the
relative conformations of linkers in the framework. They are also presented along the z-axis (c) to illustrate a sample of their cuboid 1D channels
formed between four sets of cis corner-shared SBUs. Polyhedral representation of the aluminum coordination sphere is shown for clarity. Color code:
Al, blue octahedron; C, gray; O, red. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Given the moderate water stability reported for MOF-LA2-
1(pyrazole), we initially hypothesized that the vinyl group near
the cis−trans corner-shared SBU in this MOF made the Al−
Ocarboxylate bondmore susceptible to hydrolysis.18 This is because
vinyl groups in the linker backbone are not bulky enough to
provide the steric hindrance required to keep the water
molecules away from the Al−Ocarboxylate bond. To still maintain
the advantage of the long arm extension method of higher
uptakes, it is, therefore, necessary to either use a bulkier group or
use a cis corner-shared SBU instead.We used the latter approach
because (i) inserting a bulkier group would require a tedious
synthesis route, and (ii) it may lead to the reduction of the
MOF’s pore volume. In addition, cis corner-shared SBUs
provide more protection due to the shorter distances between
subsequent Al atoms (i.e., a more compact structure).
According to previous reports, it has been theorized that the

angle formed between the two carboxylic acid groups is what
determines the conformation of the corner-shared SBU formed
in the structure.11 We reasoned that using the 2,5-
furandicarboxylic acid linker (forms a 130° angle between its
two carboxylic acids, as inMIL-160) with the long arm extension
strategy would yield a MOF featuring a cis corner-shared SBU
(Figure 1a).19,20

To test our hypothesis, we begin by synthesizing the (E)-5-(2-
carboxyvinyl)-2-furancarboxylic acid (H2FVDC) and (E,E)-
3,3′-(2,5-furandiyl)bis-2-propenoic acid (H2FDP) linkers (Fig-
ure 1a) using the Doebner-modified Knoevenagel reaction
(Sections S1−S3).21−23 MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-
2(furan) were synthesized with a slight modification of the
method used for CAU-10.19 N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF)
was selected as a solvent for its dual role: (i) it effectively
dissolves the linkers and (ii) acts as a base at elevated
temperatures due to its self-decomposition mechanism.24 The
synthesis yielded homogeneous, fine white, and light brown dry
powders of MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-2(furan)
(Section S2). It is worth noting that our synthesis conditions
were compatible with those used for cis corner-shared SBUs
containing MOFs like CAU-10 and MIL-160, whereas similar

attempts to use synthesis procedures of cis−trans corner-shared
SBUs containing MOFs like MOF-303 and MOF-LA2-
1(pyrazole) resulted in noncrystalline materials.8,15,18,19

Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy revealed that MOF-LA2-1(furan) formed single
crystals approximately 30 μm in size, while MOF-LA2-2(furan)
produced single crystals around 100 μm (Section S4). SCXRD
analysis performed at the synchrotron yielded a high-resolution
diffraction pattern of MOF-LA2-2(furan) compared to MOF-
LA2-1(furan); despite multiple attempts to optimize the
synthesis conditions of MOF-LA2-1(furan), a resolvable
diffraction pattern of the single-crystal could not be obtained.
However, as we discuss below, its structure was elucidated by
PXRD.
However, MOF-LA2-2(furan) crystallized in a tetragonal

I41md space groupwith unit cell parameters of a = b = 27.0 Å and
c = 10.6 Å, and V = 7754.6 Å3 (Section S5). The formula of
MOF-LA2-2(furan) was confirmed to be Al(μ2-OH)(FDP)
[corresponding to Al(μ2-OH)(C6O5H6)] and in agreement
with the aluminum: hydroxyl: linker ratio (1:1:1) known for this
class of MOFs that possess rod-like SBUs.8,15,18,19 The
aluminum atoms in MOF-LA2-2(furan) were found to only
form a cis corner-shared SBU, like that observed in CAU-10 and
MIL-160, confirming our hypothesis.15,19 The distance between
sets of four aluminum centers along the same SBU inMOF-LA2-
2(furan) was also found to be more compact (10.6 Å) than that
in MOF-LA2-1(pyrazole) (12.0 Å).17 In addition, the observed
double bond orientation in the framework results in a more
compact arrangement (Figure 1b). The incorporation of vinyl
groups in the linkers’ backbone offers a 50% increase in pore
volume compared to its parent MOF, MIL-160.15 Overall,
MOF-LA2-2(furan) crystallizes forming 1D cuboid shaped
channels with a pore size of 11.1 Å (Figure 1c).
Due to the unresolvable SCXRD pattern of MOF-LA2-

1(furan) single-crystals, we resorted to constructing different
theoretical structures based on cis corner-shared SBUs, akin to
that observed in the isoreticular MIL-160 and MOF-LA2-
2(furan).15 Here, the conformation of the FVDC2− linker can be
described by two main variables. First, the location of two

Figure 2. Four theoretical structures of MOF-LA2-1(furan) geometrically optimized using ab initio DFT are presented in order of electronic energetic
stability per asymmetric unit relative to the most stable ENT-cis structure (a) from left to right: ENT-cis (a), ZUS-cis (b), ENT-trans (c), and ZUS-trans
(d). Labels for each indicate the conformation in which the linker resides in the framework based on the locations of each pair of neighboring linkers
relative to each other (ZUS or ENT) and the relative orientation of the vinyl group to the oxygen heteroatom (cis or trans). All structures are
constructed from a cis corner-shared SBU only. Color code: Al, blue octahedron; C, gray; O, red. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity.
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adjacent furan rings relative to each other, i.e., if they are on the
same side with respect to each other (denoted as ZUS from
German “zusammen”, together) or if they are on opposite sides
relative to each other (denoted as ENT from German
“entgegen”, opposite). Second, the orientation of the vinyl
group relative to the heteroatom − here, the vinyl group can be
on the same side of the heteroatom (cis) or opposite side of it
(trans). As a result, for MOF-LA2-1(furan), we have the
following four possibilities: ENT-cis, ZUS-cis, ENT-trans, and
ZUS-trans (Figure 2). It is important to reiterate that the corner-
shared SBU in all four structures is in a cis configuration.
To assess the energetics for these theoretical structures, we

optimized their geometry using ab initio periodic DFT
calculations (Section S6). This allowed us to determine the
relative energetic stability of the different structures and thereby
identify the thermodynamically most stable structure among
them. Out of all the four structures optimized, the ENT-cis

structure (Figures 1c and 2a) was found to be most stable. This
was followed by the ZUS-cis (ΔE = 17.7 kJ/mol per asymmetric
unit), ENT-trans (ΔE = 34.6 kJ/mol), and ZUS-trans (ΔE =
47.0 kJ/mol) structures. Generally, the cis orientation of the
vinyl group relative to the heteroatom was found to be more
stable than the trans orientation, which is consistent with the
energetic stability previously observed in MOF-LA2-1-
(pyrazole).18 The cis orientation of the vinyl group is expected
to minimize its steric interaction with the aromatic group
compared to the trans orientation. Furthermore, the ENT
arrangement of the furan rings was found to be more stable than
the ZUS arrangement. For the cis orientation of the vinyl group,
the higher stability of the ENT configuration is attributed to
possible π-stacking interactions between the furan rings. The
ZUS arrangement with the trans arrangement of the vinyl group,
however, is less stable compared to its ENT counterpart since
the distance between the hydrogen atoms of the opposite-facing

Figure 3. An overview of the major characterization techniques used to compare MOF-LA2-1(furan) (blue) and MOF-LA2-2(furan) (red). (a)
Isothermal N2 sorption plots were measured at 77 K. (b) Isothermal H2O sorption plots measured at 25 °C. (c) Isobaric H2O sorption cycling
performance was assessed for 165 cycles at a H2O vapor partial pressure of 1.70 kPa (equivalent to 40% RH at 30 °C). MOF-LA2-1(furan) was cycled
between 30 °C (adsorption) and 65 °C (desorption), while MOF-LA2-2(furan) was cycled between 30 °C (adsorption) and 50 °C (desorption). (d)
A sample ab initio DFT calculation for the hydrolysis of MOF-LA2-1(furan) with the resulting electronic energy penalty presented. The binding of the
water molecule to one of the aluminum atoms in the final framework is circled in red. Al, blue octahedron; C, gray; O, red; H in H2O, white. Hydrogen
atoms present in the framework were omitted for clarity.
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vinyl group in this arrangement is less than the sum of their van
der Waal’s radii (rvdW, hydrogen = 1.2 Å). Henceforth, all values
calculated for the MOF LA2-1(furan) correspond to those
obtained for the ENT-cis structure.
PXRD analysis of MOF-LA2-1(furan) revealed high crystal-

linity, as evidenced by a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of
0.10° for the peak at 2θ = 7.63° (Section S7). Pawley refinement
of the structure against the experimental PXRD resulted in low
reliability factors. The final cell parameters of MOF-LA2-
1(furan) structure forming a tetragonal I41/a space group were
with final cell parameters of a = b = 24.0 Å and c = 10.5 Å. These
parameters agree with the results obtained from ab initio DFT
calculations, in which the ENT-cis structure was determined to
be the most energetically stable structure. The MOF-LA2-
1(furan) structure was, therefore, confirmed to be isoreticular to
the MOF-LA2-2(furan), forming with a cis corner-shared SBU
and having a pore size of 9.2 Å with 1D cuboid channels.
We also performed PXRD analysis on the MOF-LA2-

2(furan) sample to confirm that the bulk powder phase was
consistent with the SCXRD-obtained crystal structure (Section
S7). The resulting PXRD pattern indicated a highly crystalline
bulk powder, as evidenced by a fwhm of 0.10° at the 2θ = 6.51°
peak. The pattern also matched the simulated pattern generated
from the obtained single-crystal structure.
Next to assess the pore volume and Brunauer−Emmett−

Teller (BET) area for both MOF-LA2-1(furan) andMOF-LA2-
2(furan), we conducted N2 sorption measurements at 77 K
(Figure 3a).25 The BET areas were determined to be 1113 m2/g
for MOF-LA2-1(furan) and 1269 m2/g for MOF-LA2−
2(furan) (Section S8). Their theoretical surface areas, calculated
using the BIOVIAMaterials Studio 2020 software, are 1209 m2/
g and 1550 m2/g, respectively. These theoretical values were
calculated based on the DFT-optimized structure for MOF-
LA2-1(furan) and the single-crystal structure data for MOF-
LA2-2(furan).
We found that the experimentally determined pore volumes

exceeded the theoretical estimates. Experimental pore volumes
were 0.586 cm3/g and 0.673 cm3/g, assuming micropore filling
only for P/P0 < 0.95, calculated using Gurvich rule.26 These
values surpass the theoretical pore volumes of 0.433 cm3/g for
MOF-LA2-1(furan) and 0.597 cm3/g for MOF-LA2-2(furan)
calculated by considering a Connolly surface using a probe of
diameter 3.64 Å corresponding to N2.

27

Discrepancies in the pore volume of both MOFs prompted a
closer examination of the N2 sorption isotherms. When MOF-
LA2-1(furan) was analyzed using a logarithmic-scaled partial
pressure, both MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-2(furan)
exhibited a two-step N2 uptake (Section S8). Notably, the pore
volumes corresponding to the first step of N2 uptake in both
isotherms closely matched the theoretical pore volumes
previously determined. This suggests that the crystal structures
are representative only at low partial pressures − specifically, at
P/P0 < 0.0032 for MOF-LA2-1(furan) and P/P0 < 0.23 for
MOF-LA2-2(furan) (P0 = 1 atm), where the BET areas were
calculated based on the first step for each of the two MOFs. We
hypothesize that the second step in the N2 sorption isotherms
may involve a form of reversible pore expansion. Attempts to
isolate and characterize the expanded form of MOF-LA2-
2(furan) were thus far proved unsuccessful; further studies in
this regard are ongoing.
Encouraged by the high surface area and pore volume of the

MOFs, we subjected them to a water sorption analysis. Water
sorption profiles were measured for both MOFs at three

different temperatures: 25 °C, 35 °C, and 45 °C (Section S9).
For MOF-LA2-1(furan), a sharp, step-like isotherm was
observed at 14% RH, with a total water uptake of 0.47 gwater/
gMOF under 25 °C conditions (Figure 3b). MOF-LA2-2(furan)
exhibited a similar step-like isotherm but at 30%RH, and its total
water uptake was 0.57 gwater/gMOF at 25 °C (Figure 3b).
Additionally, the average isosteric heats of adsorption (Qst) for
water calculated using the Clausius−Clapeyron relation are 53
kJ/mol for MOF-LA2-1(furan) and 50 kJ/mol for MOF-LA2-
2(furan) (Section S9), which are comparable to that of MOF-
LA2-1(pyrazole) (51 kJ/mol).18,28,29

Having characterized the crystallinity and porosity of both
MOFs, next we conducted cycling experiments to evaluate the
long-term water sorption performance (Figure 3c). First, to
determine the optimal water desorption temperatures at isobaric
conditions (1.70 kPa, equivalent to 40% RH at 30 °C) for both
MOFs, we performed isobaric water sorption measurements
(Section S9). Based on isobaric desorption water measurements,
65 and 50 °Cwere identified as suitable desorption temperatures
for MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-2(furan) at a partial
pressure of 1.70 kPa, respectively. For MOF-LA2-1(furan),
approximately 0.41 gwater/gMOF could be adsorbed and desorbed
within a temperature range of 30−65 °C. This represents 87% of
the MOF’s total possible water uptake capacity under these
conditions. Similarly, MOF-LA2-2(furan) could desorb 0.48
gwater/gMOF within a temperature range of 30−50 °C, accounting
for 84% of its maximumwater uptake capacity. Subsequently, we
performed 165 adsorption−desorption cycles for MOF-LA2-
1(furan), which exhibited a negligible decrease in water uptake
capacity (1%). MOF-LA2-2(furan) retained its water uptake
capacity after 165 adsorption−desorption cycles (Section S9).
In comparison, MOF-LA2-1(pyrazole) exhibited a 6% drop in
water uptake after 150 cycles.18

The significant differences observed in the long term water
stability between theseMOFs andMOF-LA2-1(pyrazole) led us
to further investigate its origins. Our hypothesis centers on the
role of cis corner-shared SBU arrangement in these long-arm-
based MOFs, in maintaining the stability of Al−Ocarboxylate
bonds.
To test this hypothesis, we employed ab initio cluster-DFT

calculations (Section S6). We created representative truncated
cluster models for four different MOFs: MOF-303, MOF-LA2-
1(pyrazole), MIL-160, and the newly reported MOF-LA2-
1(furan) by extracting relevant portions from their original
structures.15,18

We calculated the electronic energy change associated with
the hydrolysis of one Al−Ocarboxylate linkage, where the
coordinating oxygen atom (from a carboxylate group) was
substituted with a water molecule. The linker hydrolysis penalty
for the pyrazole-based MOFs was found to decrease from 8.4
kcal/mol [MOF-303] to 2.8 kcal/mol [MOF-LA2-1(pyrazole)]
upon the addition of the “long arm” extension (ΔΔE = −5.6
kcal/mol), while the energy penalty was found to only decrease
from 5.3 kcal/mol [MIL-160] to 3.4 kcal/mol [MOF-LA2-
1(furan)] for the furan-based MOFs (ΔΔE = −1.9 kcal/mol),
suggesting that the furan-based MOFs (bearing cis-only rod
SBUs) retain the high hydrolytic stability of the parent MOF
upon addition of long-arm substituent compared to the
pyrazole-based MOFs (bearing cis−trans rod SBUs). The
smaller change in the linker hydrolysis penalty for the furan-
basedMOFs can be attributed to the lower accessibility of the Al
centers by a water molecule in these MOFs as evinced by the
shorter distance between sets of four aluminum atoms in the
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MOFs bearing cis-only rod SBUs (10.3 Å) compared to the
MOF bearing the cis−trans rod SBU (12.0 Å). These differing
energies underscore a significant variation in the required energy
penalty for hydrolyzing the MOFs. Thus, we attribute the
chemical robustness and hydrolytic stability of these MOFs to
the extra energy penalty required for linker dissociation.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we successfully synthesized two new MOFs,
MOF-LA2-1(furan) and MOF-LA2-2(furan), designed for
enhanced water harvesting. MOF-LA2-2(furan) was specifically
characterized using SCXRD. Both MOFs synthesized provided
high working capacities of 0.41 gwater/gMOF and 0.48 gwater/gMOF,
while having negligible losses in uptake even after more than 165
water adsorption−desorption cycles. The origins of this
enhanced stability were also studied by using ab initio DFT
calculations.
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